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(j)

The Keowee station auxiliary transformers (1X and 2X) and the
Keowee station backup auxiliary transformer (CX) shall be
operable.

(k)

During periods of commercial power generation, the operability of
the Keowee Hydro units shall be based on lake levels and the power
level of the Keowee Hydro units. The Keowee Hydro operating
restrictions for commercial power generation shall be contained in
the ONS Selected Licensee Commitment manual.

3.7.2 With the reactor heated above 200 0 F, provisions of 3.7.1 may be modified
to allow the following conditions to exist:
(a)

(b)

(1)

One of the two independent on-site emergency power paths,
as defined in 3.7.1(b), may be inoperable for periods not
exceeding 72 hours for test or maintenance, provided the
alternate power path is verified operable within one hour of
the loss and every eight hours thereafter.

(2)

Both Keowee station auxiliary transformers (1X and 2X) may
be inoperable for periods not exceeding 72 hours for test or
maintenance, provided that the backup auxiliary transformer
(CX) and its associated underground power path from Oconee
switchgear ITC is operable;

(3)

Keowee backup auxiliary transformer (CX) and its associated
underground power path from Oconee switchgear 1TC may be
inoperable for periods not exceeding 72 hours for test or
maintenance, provided that the Keowee main step-up
transformer and both auxiliary transformers (lX and 2X) are
operable;

(4)

Keowee auxiliary transformer (1X) may be inoperable for test
or maintenance provided that Keowee Unit 2 is aligned to the
overhead path;

(5)

Keowee auxiliary transformer (2X) may be inoperable for test
or maintenance provided that Keowee Unit 1 is aligned to the
overhead path.

Except for the allowable conditions defined in Specifications
3.7.2(a), 3.7.2(c), 3.7.2(i), 3.7.4, 3.7.6 and 3.7.7 the circuits
or channels of any single functional unit of the EPSL may be
inoperable for test or maintenance for periods not exceeding 24
hours, provided that:
1.

The conditions of Table 3.7-1 for degraded operation are
satisfied for that specific functional unit; and

2.

The conditions of Table 3.7-1 for normal operation are
satisfied for all other functional units.

Beyond the conditions allowed by 3.7.2(b)l and 2, the circuits or
channels of more than one functional unit of the EPSL may be
inoperable only if:
1.
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The inoperability results from a loss of power due to the
inoperability of a 125 VDC instrumentation and control
panelboard (see 3.7.2(e) below); and
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Transformer CX is capable of backing up one or both unit's auxiliary
transformers.
Each Keowee unit has a generation capacity of 87.5 MVA and the main step up
transformer is rated for 230 MVA. This power capacity exceeds the Oconee
emergency power requirements. In addition to supplying emergency power for
Oconee, the Keowee Hydro units provide peaking power to the Duke Power
generation system. During periods of commercial power generation, the Keowee
Hydro units are operated within the acceptable region of the Keowee Hydro
operating restrictions. This will ensure that the Keowee Hydro units will be
able to perform their emergency power functions from an initial condition of
commercial power generation. The Keowee Hydro operating restrictions for
commercial power generation are contained in the Selected Licensee Commitment
manual.
Emergency Power Switching Logic Circuits
The Emergency Power Switching Logic (EPSL) in conjunction with its associated
circuits, is designed with sufficient redundancy to assure that power is
supplied to the unit Main Feeder Buses and, hence, to the unit's essential
loads, under accident conditions. The logic system monitors the normal and
emergency power sources and, upon loss of the normal power source (the unit
auxiliary transformer), the logic will seek an alternate source of power.
Operation of the unit with certain circuits or channels of the EPSL inoperable
for test or maintenance is permitted for periods of up to 24 hours, provided
that the inoperable circuits/channels are in only one portion, or functional
unit, of the EPSL and provided that a sufficient number of circuits/channels
in the affected functional unit remain operable such that the functional unit
does not lose its ability to perform its designed safety function. These
provisions ensure that only one portion of the EPSL is degraded at a time for
test or maintenance on the EPSL and that the affected portion remains operable
although degraded.
Emergency power system components (transformers, buses, Keowee Hydro Units,
etc.) which become inoperable for testing or maintenance cause their asso
ciated circuitry (functional units) of the EPSL to become ineffective. There
fore, the operability of these associated functional units is irrelevant and
not required. In these cases the controlling Technical Specification for the
LCO will be the one associated with the inoperability of the emergency power
system component(s).
However, all other functional units unaffected by the
inoperability of the emergency power system component(s) must meet the re
quirements of Table 3.7-1 to ensure the operability of the remaining emergency
power system.
In the event a 125 VDC instrumentation and control power panelboard becomes
inoperable (for planned or unplanned reasons) as allowed by Technical Speci
fication 3.7.2(e) (4), circuits or channels of more than one functional unit
of EPSL may become inoperable. In this case, continued operation is allowed
under the LCO of T.S. 3.7.2(e) (4), provided that no functional units' cir
cuits, etc., addressed by Table 3.7.1 are out of service, which would not have
been out of service due to inoperability of the panelboard. This assures that
no functional unit of Table 3.7.1 is degraded beyond the requirements for
degraded operation, and that the EPSL is capable of performing its intended
function.
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2.12 VDC.
(3) The electrolyte level of each connected cell is
between the minimum and maximum level indication
marks.
c.

Annually verify that:
(1)

The cells, end-cell plates and battery racks
show no visual indication of structural damage
or degradation.

(2)

The cell to cell and terminal connections are
clean, tight and coated with anti-corrosion
grease.

4.6.10

Annually, a one hour discharge service test at the
required maximum load shall be made on the instrument
and control batteries, the Keowee batteries, and the
switching station batteries.

4.6.11

Monthly, the operability of the individual diode
monitors in the Instrument and Control Power System
shall be verified by imposing a simulated diode
failure signal on the monitor.

4.6.12

Semiannually, the peak inverse voltage capability of
each auctioneering diode in the 125 VDC Instrument
and Control Power System shall be measured and
recorded.

4.6.13

At least once every 18 months, the ability of the
Keowee Hydro units to supply emergency power from an
initial condition of commercial power generation
shall be verified.

4.6.14

At least once every 18 months, the Keowee Hydro units
load rejection response will be verified to be
bounded by the design criteria used to develop the
Keowee operating restrictions.

Bases
The Keowee Hydro units, in addition to serving as the emergency
power sources for the Oconee Nuclear Station, are power
generating sources for the Duke system requirements. As power
generating units, they are operated frequently, normally on a
daily basis at loads equal to or greater than required by Table
8.1-1 of the FSAR for ESF bus loads. Normal as well as emergency
startup and operation of these units will be from the Oconee Unit
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1 and 2 Control Room. The frequent starting and loading of these
units to meet Duke system power requirements assures the
continuous availability for emergency power for the Oconee
auxiliaries and engineered safety features equipment. It will be
verified that these units will carry the equipment of the maximum
safeguards load within 25 seconds, including instrumentation lag,
after a simulated requirement for engineered safety features. To
further assure the reliability of these units as emergency power
sources, they will be, as specified, tested for automatic start
on a monthly basis from the Oconee control room. These tests
will include verification that each unit can be synchronized to
the 230 kV bus and that each unit can energize the 13.8 kV
underground feeder. Also, the verification of the ability of the
Keowee Unit ACBs to automatically close to the underground power
path will be performed by the annual tests.
In order to ensure that the Keowee Hydro units are operable
during periods of commercial power generation, the protection
circuitry will be tested at least once every 18 months. This
surveillance will ensure that the adverse effects of overspeed
following a load rejection will be precluded and the appropriate
emergency power paths will be aligned. In addition, the speed
sensing governor failure logic will be verified during this
surveillance. Failure to meet the acceptance criteria will be
evaluated in the corrective action program to determine the
impact on the operability of the emergency power paths. The
Keowee Watt/Var meter, frequency relays, and governor magnetic
speed switch will be calibrated prior to the performance of this
surveillance.
A maximum power dual unit load rejection will be performed at
least once every 18 months. This surveillance will verify that
the Keowee Hydro units response to a load rejection is bounded by
the design criteria used to develop the Keowee operating
restrictions. The design criteria are defined in the calculation
that determines the Keowee operating restrictions. A power level
for the dual unit load rejection will be defined based on the
operating conditions for the day of the test. In addition, a
revision of the operating restrictions for simultaneous operation
of both Keowee units will require that a maximum power dual unit
load rejection test be performed prior to implementing the
revision. A revision of the operating restrictions for a single
Keowee unit will require only a maximum power single unit load
rejection as defined by the conditions for the day of the test.
However, if a load rejection test is performed to support a
revision to the operating restrictions, then no additional load
rejection test will be required until the next surveillance. The
Keowee Watt/Var meter and frequency relays will be calibrated
prior to the performance of this surveillance.
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The interval specified for testing of transfer to emergency power
sources is based on maintaining maximum availability of redundant
power sources.
Starting a Lee Station gas turbine, separation of the 100 kV line
from the remainder of the system, and charging of the 4160 volt
main feeder buses are specified to assure the continuity and
operability of this equipment. The one hour time limit is
considered the absolute maximum time limit that would be required
to accomplish this.
REFERENCE
FSAR, Section 8
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(j)

The Keowee station auxiliary transformers (lX and 2X) and the
Keowee station backup auxiliary transformer (CX) shall be
operable.
(k
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3.7.2

With the reactor heated above 200oF, provisions of 3.7.1 may be
modified to allow the following conditions to exist:
(a)

(b)

(1)

One of the two independent on-site emergency power paths,
as defined in 3.7.1(b), may be inoperable for periods not
exceeding 72 hours for test or maintenance, provided the
alternate power path is verified operable within one hour
of the loss and every eight hours thereafter.

(2)

Both Keowee station auxiliary transformers (lX and 2X) may
be inoperable for periods not exceeding 72 hours for test
or maintenance, provided that the backup auxiliary
transformer (CX) and its associated underground power path
from Oconee switchgear ITC is operable;

(3)

Keowee backup auxiliary transformer (CX) and its
associated underground power path from Oconee switchgear
lTC may be inoperable for periods not exceeding 72 hours
for test or maintenance, provided that the Keowee main
step-up transformer and both auxiliary transformers (lX
and 2X) are operable;

(4)

Keowee auxiliary transformer (lX) may be inoperable for
test or maintenance provided that Keowee Unit 2 is aligned
to the overhead path;

(5)

Keowee auxiliary transformer (2X) may be inoperable for
test or maintenance provided that Keowee Unit 1 is aligned
to the overhead path.

Except for the allowable conditions defined in Specifications
3.7.2(a), 3.7.2(c), 3.7.2(i), 3.7.4, 3.7.6 and 3.7.7 the
circuits or channels of any single functional unit of the EPSL
may be inoperable for test or maintenance for periods not
exceeding 24 hours, provided that:
1.

The conditions of Table 3.7-1 for degraded operation are
satisfied for that specific functional unit; and

2.

The conditions of Table 3.7-1 for normal operation are
satisfied for all other functional units.

Beyond the conditions allowed by 3.7.2(:b)1 and 2, the circuits
or channels of more than one functional unit of the EPSL may be
inoperable only if:
1.
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The inoperability results from a loss of power due to the
inoperability of a 125 VDC instrumentation and control
panelboard (see 3.7.2(e) below); and
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Transformer CX is capable of backing up one or both unit's auxiliary trans
formers.
Each Keowee unit has a generation capacity of 87.5 MVA and the main step up
transformer is rated for 230 MVA. This power capacity exceeds the Oconee
emergency power requirements.
In addition to supplying emergeny power for

Oconee the Kewee Rydra urnits provide peakin power to the Dke Poe
generation system. During periods of comtmercial powrer generation, the Keowee
H.ydo..
ui.e
within the acceptable
.perated
eion of h .eow. e yd
operating restrictions. This will ensu~re that the Keowee Eydro units will be
able to perform their emegency powe functions from an initial coniftion of
commercial power generation, the Keowee Hydro operating restricticas f'or
com~me rcial pwer~ gation are contained in the Slected Licensee Commitmtent
Emergency Power Switching Logic Circuits
The Emergency Power Switching Logic (EPSL) in conjunction with its associated
circuits, is designed with sufficient redundancy to assure that power is
supplied to the unit Main Feeder Buses and, hence, to the unit's essential
loads, under accident conditions. The logic system monitors the normal and
emergency power sources and, upon loss of the normal power source (the unit
auxiliary transformer), the logic will seek an alternate source of power.
Operation of the unit with certain circuits or channels of the EPSL inoperable
for test or maintenance is permitted for periods of up to 24 hours, provided
that the inoperable circuits/channels are in only one portion, or functional
unit, of the EPSL and provided that a sufficient number of circuits/channels
in the affected functional unit remain operable such that the functional unit
does not lose its ability to perform its designed safety function. These
provisions ensure that only one portion of the EPSL is degraded at a time for
test or maintenance on the EPSL and that the affected portion remains operable
although degraded.

Emergency power system components (transformers, buses, Keowee Hydro Units,
etc.) which become inoperable for testing or maintenance cause their asso
ciated circuitry (functional units) of the EPSL to become ineffective. There
fore, the operability of these associated functional units is irrelevant and
not required. In these cases the controlling Technical Specification for the
LCO will be the one associated with the inoperability of the emergency power
system component(s) . However, all other functional units unaffected by the
inoperability of the emergency power system component(s) must meet the re
quirements of Table 3.7-1 to ensure the operability of the remaining emergency
power system.
In the event a 125 VDC instrumentation and control power panelboard becomes
inoperable (for planned or unplanned reasons) as allowed by Technical Speci
fication 3.7.2(e) (4), circuits or channels of more than one functional unit
of EPSL may become inoperable.
In this case, continued operation is allowed
under the LCO of T.S. 3.7.2(e) (4), provided that no functional units' cir
cuits, etc., addressed by Table 3.7.1 are out of service, which would not have
been out of service due to inoperability of the panelboard. This assures that
no functional unit of Table 3.7.1 is degraded beyond the requirements for
degraded operation, and that the EPSL is capable of performing its intended
function.
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-2.12 VDC.
(3) The electrolyte level of each connected cell is
between the minimum and maximum level indication
marks.
c.

Annually verify that:
(1) The cells, end-cell plates and battery racks
show no visual indication of structural damage
or degradation.
(2)

The cell to cell and terminal connections are
clean, tight and coated with anti-corrosion
grease.

4.6.10

Annually, a one hour discharge service test at the
required maximum load shall be made on the instrument
and control batteries, the Keowee batteries, and the
switching station batteries.

4.6.11

Monthly, the operability of the individual diode
monitors in the Instrument and Control Power System
shall be verified by imposing a simulated diode
failure signal on the monitor.

4.6.12

Semiannually, the peak inverse voltage capability of
each auctioneering diode in the 125 VDC Instrument
and Control Power System shall be measured and
recorded.

46.13

At least once every 18 months the ability of the
Keowee Hydro urnite to supply emergency power from an
initial condition of commnercial power generation
shall be verified.

4.6.14

At least ochee every 18 mots
the Keowee Hydro units
load rejection response will be verified to be
bounded by the design criteria used to develop the
Keowee operating restrictions.

Bases
The Keowee Hydro units, in addition to serving as the emergency
power sources for the Oconee Nuclear Station, are power
generating sources for the Duke system requirements. As power
generating units, they are operated frequently, normally on a
daily basis at loads equal to or greater than required by Table
8.1-1 of the FSAR for ESF bus loads. Normal as well as emergency
startup and operation of these units will be from the Oconee Unit
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1 and 2 Control Room. The frequent starting and loading of these
units to meet Duke system power requirements assures the
continuous availability for emergency power for the Oconee
auxiliaries and engineered safety features equipment. It will be
verified that these units will carry the equipment of the maximum
safeguards load within 25 seconds, including instrumentation lag,
after a simulated requirement for engineered safety features. To
further assure the reliability'of these units as emergency power
sources, they will be, as specified, tested for automatic start
on a monthly basis from the Oconee control room. These tests
will include verification that each unit can be synchronized to
the 230 kV bus and that each unit can energize the 13.8 kV
underground feeder. Also, the verification of the ability of the
Keowee Unit ACBs to automatically close to the underground power
path will be performed by the annual tests.
In order to~ensure that the Keowse Hydro units are operable
during periods of commercial power generation, the protection
circuitry will be tested at least o>nce every 18 mnonths. This
surveillance will ensure that the adverse effects of overspeed
follIowing a load rject ion will be pecluded anid the a.ppropriate
emergency power paths. wifllbe aligned. In addition,. the.see
sensing governor fai lure logic will be verified during this
surveillance, Failure to meet the acceptance criteria will be
evaluated inl the corrective action proram~ to determine the
impact on the operability.of the emergency power paths. The
Keowee Watt/Var metr.frequenc~y relays, anid governor magnetic
speed switch will be.calibrated prior to the performace of this

maxmum
]A power dual unit load rejection will be performed at
leat
once every 18 months.
This surveillance will.verify that

the Keowee Hydro units reponse to a load rejection is bounded by
........................
..................
clbae
the.design criteria
used to
elop
the Keowee operating
estrictions. The design.iteria
are definedin..
th...
ulation

thatddeermines the Keowee operating restrictions.

A power level

for the dual unit loa~d rejection~ will be defined based on~ the
operating conditions f'or the day.of the test.
In addition, a
revision of.th..operating restrictions for simultaneous operation
.both
Keowee units wil~lrequire that a maxim~umn power dual unit
load rejection te.st be performed pirto implementing the
revision. A revision ofthe operating restrictions for a single
Keowee unit will require only a maximum power single uitl load
rejection as defined by the conditions.for the day of the test,
Howevr,~ if a load rejection test is peformed to support a
revision; to the operating restrictions, then no additional load
rejection test will be required until the next surveillance. The
Keowee Watt/Var meter and frequency relays will be clbae
prior to the performance of this surveillance.
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The interval specified for testing of transfer to emergency power
sources is based on maintaining maximum availability of redundant
power sources.
Starting a Lee Station gas turbine, separation of the 100 kV line
from the remainder of the system, and charging of the 4160 volt
main feeder buses are specified to assure the continuity and
operability of this equipment. The one hour time limit is
considered the absolute maximum time limit that would be required
to accomplish this.
REFERENCE
FSAR, Section 8
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DUKE POWER COMPANY
OCONEE NUCLEAR STATION
ATTACHMENT 3
TECHNICAL JUSTIFICATION
Technical Specification Change:
The proposed revisions to the Technical Specifications that are
provided in Attachment 1 add an operability requirement for the
commercial power generation by the Keowee Hydro units in
Technical Specification 3.7.1. In addition, two surveillances
for the Keowee Hydro units were added to Technical Specification
4.6. The first surveillance ensures that the adverse effects of
overspeed following a load rejection will be precluded and the
appropriate emergency power paths will be aligned. The second
surveillance verifies that the load rejection response of the
Keowee Hydro units is bounded by the design criteria used to
develop the Keowee operating restrictions.
Background:
The Keowee Hydro units provide emergency power for Oconee Nuclear
Station via two independent emergency power paths. In addition,
the Keowee Hydro units generate commercial peaking power for the
Duke Power system. During emergency conditions, one Keowee Hydro
unit is aligned automatically to the overhead emergency power
path and the other Keowee Hydro unit is aligned automatically to
the underground emergency power path.
During design basis reviews of the emergency power system, a
potential problem of overspeed by the Keowee units following a
load rejection was discovered. This potential problem could
prevent the emergency power system from performing its safety
function. A detailed description of this problem was included in
LER 269/93-01. In order to prevent the problem from occurring,
simultaneous generation to the grid by both Keowee Hydro units
was prohibited. In addition, load restrictions were placed on
the Keowee unit that was allowed to generate to the grid.
Another part of the corrective action included development of a
modification to add overfrequency protection to the emergency
power system. This modification prevents a Keowee unit from
supplying emergency power following a load rejection until the
Keowee unit reaches an acceptable speed. In addition, this
modification enhances the runaway governor protection by
detecting a governor failure during the emergency start of
Keowee.
Part of the modification includes frequency relays and associated
circuitry.to prevent inadequate frequency from penetrating the
Oconee main feeder buses. This logic adds frequency permissives

in the overhead and underground air circuit breaker (ACB) close
circuit for each Keowee unit. When the breakers are required to
close during an emergency, a frequency permissive must be
satisfied prior to breaker closure. The modification adds
control logic to recognize whether or not a Keowee unit is
operating to the system grid at the time of a design basis event.
Also, the control logic recognizes which unit is selected as the
underground unit, on a predetermined basis, regardless of the
position of its underground ACB. In order to ensure that time
restrictions for the Emergency Power system are met following a
load rejection by the Keowee units, the EPSL retransfer to
startup timers is decreased from 10 seconds to approximately 5
seconds.
After an emergency start signal is received, the following
sequence of events will occur on the Keowee units. If the unit
selected to the underground power path is generating to the
system grid at the time an emergency start signal is received,
its overhead and underground ACB will trip. The ACB selected as
the underground feeder will re-close once the frequency
permissive along with previously existing closing permissives are
met. For the overhead Keowee unit that is generating, the
overhead ACB will open and will not re-close until the
appropriate permissives are met. It should be noted that the
response of the Keowee units to an ES signal is the same as its
current operation if the Keowee units are not generating to the
grid.
The modification adds logic to the SK breakers to block their
closure until the frequency is at a nominal level. This provides
protection in the event that the Keowee underground ACB fails to
trip as designed. The logic is similar to PCB-9's function to
trip and re-close on switchyard isolation for single failure
purposes of the Keowee overhead ACB. The existing time delays
for the re-closure of the overhead ACB's and PCB-9 have been
revised to prevent premature re-closure.
In addition to the functions discussed previously, the
modification adds control logic to enhance the runaway unit
detection/protection logic. Magnetic speed switches detect
governor ball motor rotation. These speed switches enable the
logic to determine if the governor has failed, thus preventing a
runaway Keowee unit from supplying emergency power.
Finally, the modification removes the overspeed switch contacts
in the emergency start portion of the shutdown solenoid circuit.
The contacts are removed because adequate overspeed protection is
provided by the overfrequency relays and existing lockout
circuits.

Justification:
In letters dated March 15, 1995, and April 19, 1995, Duke Power
provided an emergency power action plan which included plans to
amend the Technical Specifications for the Keowee modification.
This Technical Specification amendment incorporates the planned
amendments which were committed to in the action plan. It should
be noted that the modification design was approved by the NRC in
a SER dated August 15, 1995. This approval was based on the
proposal of the Technical Specifications contained in the action
plan.
The four criteria from 10 CFR 50.36 were reviewed to determine if
this amendment was necessary. If any of the criteria are met,
then a Technical Specification should be implemented. Following
this review, it was determined that an amendment was necessary
because of 10 CFR 50.36 Criterion 3. Since the Keowee units are
relied upon to mitigate a design basis accident, Criterion 3 is
satisfied and an amendment is required.
The Limiting Condition for Operation which is added to Technical
Specification Section 3.7.1 will ensure that the Keowee units
perform their emergency power functions from an initial condition
of commercial power generation. During periods of commercial
power generation, the Keowee units are operated within the
acceptable region of the Keowee operating restrictions. The
Keowee operating restrictions were determined by calculation and
are contained in the Selected Licensee Commitment manual. These
restrictions and the associated control logic prohibit
overfrequency effects of a load rejected Keowee unit from being
applied to Oconee.
The surveillance which was added to Technical Specification
4.6.13 ensures that the Keowee units are operable during periods
of commercial power generation. In order to ensure that the
Keowee Hydro units are operable during periods of commercial
power generation, the protection circuitry is tested at least
once every 18 months. This surveillance ensures that the adverse
effects of overspeed following a load rejection will be precluded
and the appropriate emergency power paths will be aligned. In
addition, the speed sensing governor failure logic is verified
during this surveillance. Failure to meet the acceptance
criteria is evaluated in the corrective action program to
determine the impact on the operability of the emergency power
paths. The Keowee Watt/Var meter, frequency relays, and governor
magnetic speed switch will be calibrated prior to the performance
of this surveillance.
In addition, Technical Specification surveillance 4.6.14 will
verify that the Keowee response to a load rejection is bounded by
the design criteria used to develop the Keowee operating
restrictions. A maximum power dual unit load rejection will be
performed at least once every 18 months. A power level for the
dual unit load rejection will be based on the operating

conditions for the day of the test. In addition, a revision of
the operating restrictions for simultaneous operation of both
Keowee units will require that a maximum power dual unit load
rejection test be performed prior to implementing the revision.
A revision of the operating restrictions for a single Keowee unit
will require only a maximum power single unit load rejection as
defined by the conditions for the day of the test. However, if a
load rejection test is performed to support a revision to the
operating restrictions, then no additional load rejection test
will be required until the next surveillance. The Keowee
Watt/Var meter and frequency relays will be calibrated prior to
the performance of this surveillance.
Based on the information provided in this attachment and the
Bases of the Technical Specifications, Duke Power concludes that
the proposed amendment is necessary and acceptable.

DUKE POWER COMPANY
OCONEE NUCLEAR STATION
ATTACHMENT 4
NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION EVALUATION
Pursuant to 10 CFR 50.91 Duke Power Company (Duke) has made the
determination that this amendment request involves a No
Significant Hazards Consideration by applying the standards
established by NRC regulations in 10 CFR 50.92. This ensures
that operation of the facility in accordance with the proposed
amendment would not:
(1)

Involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated:
Each accident analysis addressed within the Oconee Final
Safety Analysis Report (FSAR) has been examined with
respect to the change proposed within this amendment
request. The probability of any Design Basis Accident
(DBA) is not significantly increased by this change. In
addition, the consequences of the accidents are within the
bounds of the FSAR analyses.
The design basis of the auxiliary electrical systems is to
supply the required engineered safeguards (ES) loads of
one unit and the safe shutdown loads of the other two
units. The systems are arranged so that no single failure
will jeopardize plant safety. The addition of the
operability requirement and surveillances for the Keowee
Hydro units will ensure that the electrical systems can
meet their design basis.

(2)

Create the possibility of a new or different kind of
accident from any kind of accident previously evaluated:
Addition of the operability requirement and surveillances
will not create a new or different kind of accident. The
addition of the circuitry which is covered by the
operability requirement and surveillances has been
reviewed and approved by the NRC. Therefore, operation of
ONS in accordance with this Technical Specification
amendment will not create any failure modes not bounded by
previously evaluated accidents. Consequently, this change
will not create the possibility of a new or different kind
of accident from any kind of accident previously
evaluated.

(3)

Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety:
The design basis of auxiliary electrical systems is to

supply the required ES loads of one Unit and safe shutdown
loads of the other two units. The ability of the Keowee
Hydro units to provide emergency power following an
accident during a period of Keowee Hydro commercial power
. generation was reviewed and approved by the NRC in a SER
dated August 15, 1995. Therefore, there will be no
significant reduction in any margin of safety.
Duke has concluded based on the above that there are no
significant hazards considerations involved in this amendment
request.

DUKE POWER COMPANY
OCONEE NUCLEAR STATION
ATTACHMENT 5
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT ANALYSIS
Pursuant to 10 CFR 51.22 (b), an evaluation of the proposed
amendments has been performed to determine whether or not it
meets the criteria for categorical exclusion set forth in 10 CFR
51.22 (c) 9 of the regulations. The proposed amendment does not
involve:
1)

A significant hazards consideration.

This conclusion is supported by the No Significant Hazards
Consideration Evaluation which is contained in Attachment 4.
2)

A significant change in the types or significant increase
in the amounts of any effluents that may be released
offsite.

This amendment will not change the types or amounts of any
effluents that may be released offsite.
3)

A significant increase in the individual or cumulative
occupational radiation exposure.

This amendment will not increase the individual or cumulative
occupational radiation exposure.
In summary, this amendment request meets the criteria set forth
in 10 CFR 51.22 (c) 9 of the regulations for categorical
exclusion from an environmental impact statement.

